
Rules for Bundle: Hallmark Channel Countdown to Christmas Edition

We hope you are excited for your game of 
Bundle: Hallmark Channel Countdown to 
Christmas Edition! The rules are:
1. Lay the four categories of cards onto their 

corresponding places on the board. (Leave 
the “Final Bundle” cards on the side for now.)

2. Have each player select a game piece. Place 
them on “Start.” (If you have more than ~8 
players, you might want to play in pairs.) 

3. The person who most recently watched a 
Hallmark Channel movie rolls first! (After 
that, play moves clockwise.) Upon landing on 
a space, that player will pick one of four cards:

●● Name 4 (solid green square): You have 
one minute to list 4 things that fit with 
the prompt on the card. If you answer 
successfully, you move ahead one space. 
(Note: For questions that have clear 
right or wrong answers [e.g. Name 4 jobs 
held by characters in Hallmark Channel 
movies], have a quick vote where each 
person gives either a thumbs up or a 
thumbs down whether you answered it 
correctly. For the questions that are more 
subjective [e.g. Name 4 of your favorite 
things about the holiday season], you 
move ahead as long as you say 4 things.) 

●● Pick Your Destiny (patterned green 
square): Read the card aloud. If you have 
picked a good card, move ahead one 
space and take one additional roll. If you 
have picked a bad card, move back one 
space and your turn ends. (e.g.: You watch 
all of the new Countdown to Christmas 
movie premieres. Hello, superfan! Move 
ahead one space and roll again.)

●● Challenge (white square): Have the 
person to your left read the question 
to you. If you answer it correctly, move 
ahead one space. (Note: For questions 
where there are clear right or wrong 
answers [e.g. Name That Movie: An 
architect hires a holiday coordinator to 
help bring some Christmas spirit to him 
and his family], the correct answer is 
printed on the bottom of the card. For 
the questions that are more subjective 
[e.g. Which Hallmark Channel movie 
character reminds you the most of 
yourself?], move ahead as long as you 
complete the card.

●● Act It Out (red square): You will act out 
the word(s) on the card, and the other 
player(s) will have one minute to guess 
the card. (Note: Sounds are allowed, 
words are not!) If guessed correctly, 
both you and the correct guesser move 
ahead one space. (e.g.: Happy the Dog)

4. Make one complete trip around the board. 
(If your group’s size is smaller than 5 people, 
we suggest doing two complete trips.) 

5. The winning player is the first to 1) make 
it to the “Final Bundle” space (Note: You 
do not need to land exactly on the space 
for it to count) 2) select one “Final Bundle” 
card without looking at the others, and 3) 
successfully complete the card. (If you land 
on the “Final Bundle” or “Start” spaces on 
your first trip around the board, select a 
card of your choosing and continue playing.)

We love to see pictures & videos of you playing, 
so feel free to tag us on Facebook & Instagram! 
@thebundlegame @hallmarkchannel

Happy Bundling!
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